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Some Thoughts on DSome Thoughts on D00-D-D00 Mixing Mixing

Michael D. Sokoloff
University of Cincinnati

The oscillation in time of neutral D mesons into their antiparticles, and
vice versa, commonly called DD00-D-D00 mixing, has been observed by several
experiments in a variety of channels during the past two years. The
observations of DD00-D-D00 mixing indicate that the physical eigenstates have
decay rate differences and/or mass differences greater than expected most
naively. In this talk I will discuss the recent experimental results, the
extent to which they probe non-perturbative QCD and physics beyond the
Standard Model, and issues related to more precise measurements in
future experiments.
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D1, D2 have masses M1, M2 and
widths Γ1, Γ2

Mixing occurs when there is a
non-zero mass

 or lifetime difference

For convenience define, x and y

where

and define the mixing rate

Mixing Phenomenology

Neutral D mesons are produced
as flavor eigenstates D0 and D0

and decay via

as mass, lifetime eigenstates
D1, D2

where                       and

( < 5 x 10-4 )
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How Mixing is Calculated
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Box diagram SM charm mixing
rate naively expected to be
very low (RM~10-10) (Datta &
Kumbhakar)

 Z.Phys. C27, 515 (1985)
CKM suppression → |VubV*cb|2

GIM suppression → (m2
s-m2

d)/m2
W

Di-penguin mixing, RM~10-10

Phys. Rev. D 56, 1685 (1997)

Enhanced rate SM calculations
generally due to long-distance
contributions:

first discussion, L. Wolfenstein
Phys. Lett. B 164, 170 (1985)

Standard Model Mixing Predictions
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Standard Model Mixing Predictions

• Early SM calculations indicated
long distance contributions
produce x<<10-2:
– x~10-3 (dispersive sector)

• PRD 33, 179 (1986)
– x~10-5 (HQET)

• Phys. Lett. B 297, 353 (1992)
• Nucl. Phys. B403, 605 (1993)

• More recent SM predictions
can accommodate x, y ~1% [of
opposite sign] (Falk et al.)
– x,y ≈ sin2 θC x [SU(3) breaking]2

• Phys.Rev. D 65, 054034 (2002)
• Phys.Rev. D 69, 114021 (2004)

Partial History of Long-
Distance Calculations
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Possible enhancements to mixing due to
new particles and interactions in new
physics models

Most new physics predictions for x
Extended Higgs, tree-level FCNC
Fourth generation down-type quarks
Supersymmetry: gluinos, squarks
Lepto-quarks

• Large possible SM contributions to
mixing require observation of either a
CP-violating signal or | x | >> | y | to
establish presence of NP

• A recent survey (Phys. Rev. D76,
095009 (2007), arXiv:0705.3650)
summarizes models and constraints:

Heavy weak iso-singlet quarks

Supersymmetric
alignment

Left-right
symmetric

MSSMGeneric Z’
Scalar leptoquarksLittle Higgs

Flavor-changing
neutral Higgs

Q = +2/3 singlet
quark

Flavor-conserving
Two-Higgs

Q = -1/3 singlet
quark

Vector leptoquarksFourth generation

and more

New Physics Mixing Predictions
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Time-Evolution of D0→Kπ Decays

and δ is the phase difference between DCS and CF decays.

DCS and mixing amplitudes
interfere to give a “quadratic” 
WS decay rate (x, y << 1):

where

RS = CF WS = DCS

MIX

K+π−
DCS

D0

D0
CF
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Mixing in DMixing in D0 0 →→ K KSSππ++ππ--
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Mixing in DMixing in D0 0 →→ K KSSππ++ππ--

X : (0.80 ± 0.35 ± 0.15)%

y : (0.33 ± 0.24 ± 0.14)%
(assuming no CP violation)

95% CL
contours
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Time-Dependence in DTime-Dependence in D0 0 →→ K KSSππ++ππ--

These plots illustrate the average decay time as a function of
position in the Dalitz plot for (x,y) = (0.8%, 0.3%). The sizes
of the boxes reflect the number of entries, and the colors
reflect the average decay time.

box size is logarithmic box size is “capped” linear
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Mixing in DMixing in D0 0 →→ K K++ππ--ππ00

 “Wrong-sign” decay rate varies
across the Dalitz plot:

Subscript D indicates dependence
on position in the Dalitz plot.

Yields from 384 fb-1

DCS term

CF (mixed) termInterference term

Phase between
RS and WS

Resonance phase

Bad charm
Combinatorics

1483 ± 56 signal events
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DD0 0 →→ K K++ππ--ππ0 0 : Results: Results

No mixing is excluded at
the 99% confidence level.

Stat+syst

68.3%
95.0%

99.0%
99.9%

x’’: (2.39 ± 0.61 ± 0.32) %
Y’’ :  (-0.14 ± 0.60 ± 0.40 )%

RM: (2.9 ± 1.6) x 10-4
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Spring, 2008Spring, 2008

DD0 0 →→ K Kππ

CDF

Δ(Γ)Δ(Γ) in D in D0 0 →→ h h++hh--

BaBar + Belle
(1.10 ± 0.27)%

DD0 0 →→ K KSSππ++ππ--

No mixing
excluded > 4σ

x'2

y'

Stat+syst

68.3%

DD0 0 →→ K K++ππ--ππ00

RD: (3.30        ) x 10-3

x’2: (-0.01±0.20) x 10-3

y’ :  (5.5        ) x 10-3+2.8
-3.7

+0.14
-0.12   

99.9%
99.0%

95.0%

Belle

HFAG

95% CL contours
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Some Some Systematics Systematics & Detector Design& Detector Design

• Slow pion candidates used to tag the flavor of a neutral DD
can be true, good false, or bad false. Determining the ratio
of bad false to good false accurately is difficult, so
minimizing the number of bad false tags is important.

•A significant source of bad false candidates originates in D*D*00

→→ DD0 0 ππ00 with a photon converting to an e+e- pair.

•Specific ionization measurements (dE/dx) can be used
effectively to remove these candidates, along with kaons and
protons.

•Minimizing multiple scattering in the beam-pipe, minimizing
the lever arm from the beam-spot to the first tracking
measurement, and measuring the momentum as well as possible
all contribute to the best possible resolution for Δm.
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10 Years From Now ??10 Years From Now ??

77KKSSKK++ππ--  + + KKSSKK--ππ++

77ππ--ππ++ππ00

88KK++ππ--ππ00

55KKSSππ++ππ--

5hh++hh--

50.2KKππ

y’’x’’y’(x’)2YCP
yx

My guesstimates of measurement precision, assuming 100 fb-1

from LHCb and 50 ab-1 from SuperB, in units of 10-4

SuperB and BES III will measure relevant branching fractions with 5%
fractional precision, constraining Standard Model contributions to x & y.

BES III should be able to measure cos δ  ± 0.03 

Altogether, DD00-D-D00 mixing measurements, and measurements of CP- mixing measurements, and measurements of CP-
violation in mixing, will provide insights into physics beyond the SMviolation in mixing, will provide insights into physics beyond the SM

that will complement direct observations made at the LHC.that will complement direct observations made at the LHC.


